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Learn to stay poised, access your highest 

creativity, and inspire meaningful 

collaboration: no matter how nerve-wracking 

the situation is! 

Today’s stressed-out, multi-tasking, technically 

evolving workplace can be challenging. It can be 

particularly tricky when presenting complex 

data, solving thorny problems, or addressing 

faulty assumptions.

Fortunately, we can make easy changes to 

improve our mental states and communication 

effectiveness.

In this highly actionable presentation, we will 

learn how to re-direct unsettled feelings into a 

flow-state that inspires innovation and 

improves genuine communication.

We will explore  the science of body language, 

voice tone, and micro expressions and how they 

can subconsciously convey meaning and either 

inspire or repel connection and respect.

Finally, we will explore how perspective-taking 

and imagination exercises can help us reduce 

conflicts and stressful situations at work and 

add more fun to our lives, both professionally 

and personally.

Mari Geasair

Helping leaders and high achievers master the 
art and science of effective communication 

during high stakes situations.

PRISM IMPACT

Not only did she provide unique content that I hadn't 

heard many times over, but she creates an 

environment of safety and connection for guests that 

gets them excited to participate. It's clear that Mari is 

an expert in her niche. 

---Krystal Covington, Chief Marketing Officer: GO Lead, 

Founder: Women of Denver, TEDX Speaker

Mari  Geasair is one of the 

most engaging presenters I've 

experienced in my years of 

hosting educational events. 

Mari is fantastic, she knows her 

subject inside out, she is 

engaging, and she has a creative 

and fun approach to illustrating 

key points. 

---Paul Tester, Communications Director - Global 

Quality & Compliance: Roche

---Dr. Valerie Stone, PhD: Answers About Brain Injury

Speech Topic Client Feedback

As a neuroscientist, I particularly appreciate her ability 

to be inspiring and enjoyable without sacrificing 

accuracy.

Mari’s presentations are 

grounded in credible research. 

She is engaging, and most 

importantly, she provides 

practical advice for immediate 

implementation. 

50-minute keynote suitable for professionals
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Mari Geasair Bio

Ms. Geasair has been helping leaders and high 

achieving professionals increase their influence 

since 1999.  

She focuses on freeing professionals from 

unhelpful habits and outdated assumptions 

that make effective communication difficult to 

achieve and stressful to maintain.

Her work is grounded in organizational 

communication, business development, the 

neuroscience of peak performance, speech 

physiology, and live theatre performance. 

Mari Geasair is  co-founder of the Athena 

Leadership Council and  CEO of Prism Impact.

She is a member of the National Speakers' 

Association  a RLMC Certified Voice Coach, a 

Certified Voice Recovery and Stamina 

Specialist, and a Certified Virtual Host.  

Her academic background includes Theatre  

Arts at Colorado University and Meisner 

Technique at the prestigious Freehold Studio of 

Seattle WA. Mari is also a CTP graduate of 

Coach University.

What impresses me most is her profound connection 

to both art and audience. Whether working with a 

small group of professionals on a highly technical 

training, or performing comedy for an outdoor 

audience of thousands, she always finds a way to 

connect, inspire and engage. 

---Bernie Cardell, Artistic Director, 

Vintage Theatre Productions

I have had the pleasure of 

watching Mari Geasair’s keynote 

presentations many times. I’ve 

also had the joy of working with 

her as a theatrical director and 

actor for over a decade.
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